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C2E Customizes Commercialization Techniques
"C2 E has developed a powerful tool kit of
resources to help communities nurture
the development of technology businesses," according to C 2 E director Laura
Kilcrease.
"Now that we have refined our techniques, we are utilizing our regional, national, and global networks by partnering
with others to customize the success we've
experienced," she said.
Kilcrease said C 2E has been invited to
customize its experience and partner together for success with such emerging
high-tech regions as those associated with
Oak Ridge, Tennessee; Curitiba, Brazil;
and the Shanghai Zhangjiang High Tech
Park in China. Within such communities
she said CE "works with key industrial
firms that become the engine of growth
by expanding their access to technology
and commercializing into new world
markets."
She called C 2E "the 'do' side of the IC 2
think tank where we have implemented,
experimented, and refined the research
initiated by the IC2 Institute." This issue
of C2 E Report highlights a number of the
resulting activities.
• The Austin Technology Incubator
(ATI) was named national Business Incubator of the Year, marked its fifth year of
operations, added seven new companies,
and graduated fiv~. In its first five years
ATI nurtured 44 companies that created
more than 640 high-value jobs in the A ustin area and raised more than $80 million
of capital. A TI companies generated revenues in excess of $44 million in 1993.
• The NASA Technology Commercialization Centers, the partnership
formed between IC2 and NASA to commercialize technologies developed for the
space program, has laid the groundwork
for bridging the gap between scientific
research and commercial markets.

Seventeen new commercial ventures
have been formed around NASA technology and are now operating in the two
Technology Commercialization Centers,
one at the Ames Research Center in Mountain View, California, and the other at
Johnson Space Center in Houston.
• Texas Capital Network (TCN) has
initiated the Campaign for the Entrepreneurial Spirit of Texas, a one-time fundraising effort to expand TCN's activities.
More than half of the $200,000 goal has
been raised from Texas business leaders.
TCN, which matches investors and entrepreneurs, now has more than $300 million
available from participating investors and
more than 700 growth ventures listed.
• The Austin Software Council (ASC)
has grown to ind ude more than 220 member companies and the UT-Austin Entrepreneurs' Council now has more than
150 participating companies. Industry
leaders speak at the regular meetings of
both councils. In May ASC organized
Electro-Com 94, a conference for users
and developers on future market needs,
directions, and technical issues associated with electronic commerce.
• IC 2 technology entrepreneurial programs include academic efforts at UTAustin as well as collaborations with academic, business , and government
institutions in Europe, South America,
Russia, and Asia, and a number of other
regions of the world. In the latest of a
series of courses in the commercialization
of technology developed by IC2 researchers, Dr. Sten Thore developed and taught
a course in the comrnercializa tion of space
technology in the spring. Global collaborations have included the Japan Industry
and Management of Technology GIMT)
program 1992 and the new China Industry and Management of Technology
(CIMT) program.
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Incubator Named Best, Marks Fifth Birthday
During the first months of 1994, ATI won
a major national award, marked its fifth
year of operations, continued to add new
companies as others prepared to graduate (see facing page), offered valuable internship opportunities for UT-Austin students, and provided support for the
UT-Austin MOOT CORP"' business-plan
competition winner.
Best Incubator Award. In May ATI
was named recipient of the 1994 Randall
M. Whaley Business Incubator of the Year
Award at the Eighth National Conference
on Business Incubation in Buffalo, New
York. ATI was the unanimous choice for
the award, which is given by the National
Business Incubation Association (NBIA)
and Coopers & Lybrand.
Laura Kilcrease, ATI founding director
and IC2 assistant director, and Jamin
Patrick, who was named ATI director
in January, accepted the award at the
conference.
"It is an honor to be recognized by an
organization with the prestige and influence of NBIA," Patrick said. "To be chosen for this award is very important recognition for us, our companies, and our
supporters in the Austin community."
Kilcrease added, "Community support
and alliances have really made a difference for ATl. During the past five years,
ATI has received considerable support
from the Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce, the City of Austin, Travis County,
the Texas Department of Commerce, the
Austin business community, and of
course, the IC2 Institute and The University of Texas at Austin. This award is a
reflection of that support. It's an honor to
be recognized by our peers for our work."
A panel of five NBIA board members
rated the nominees on economic impact,
graduating tenants, tenant successes, service programs, and contributions to the
industry. In all categories judges considered quality, not just quantity, since incubator size and age affect numbers.
NBIA executive director Dinah Adkins
said, "This award recognizes the highest
achieving North American incubators, of
which ATI is an exemplary model."
Fifth Birthday. In the spring ATI
marked its fifth year of operations. A TI
began in 1989 in a 4,000-square-foot facility and now occupies 60,000 square feet.
In that period A TI has nurtured more
than 44 technology-based companies in

Austin. As of December 31, 1993, these
companies had created more than 640
high-value jobs in the Austin area and
raised more than $80 million of capital.
During 1993, ATI companies generated
revenues in excess of $44 million.
ATI Interns. The UT-Austin Graduate School of Business and Colleges of
Engineering and Communications provided a number of student interns who
worked at ATI during the 1993-94 academic year, assisting with
• tenant company recruitment and
selection,
• operations of the Austin
Software Council and the UT-Austin
Entrepreneurs' Council,
• business education seminars,
• public relations for A TI and its
companies, and
• Texas Capital Network activities.
A TI depends heavily on the interns, who
provide "invaluable assistance," Patrick
said.
Graduate School of Business interns
were Larry McGhee, Thomas Gonzales,
Mary Jo Gordon, James Rehfeld, Torn
Stephenson, Jennifer Kodish, John
Coogan, and Stephen Young. College of
Engineering interns were Jennifer Klecka,
Brian N alle, Steve Shang, Eric Leaseburg,
Lee Phillips, and James Webb. Andria
Milstein was an intern from the College
of Communications.
Assistance for Student Companies.
ATI provides the UT-Austin MOOT
CORP® winner with office space at no
charge and access to all A TI services.
Zeoponics, Inc., was this year's winner
(see Entrepreneurs' Council page for
more about this specialty-fertilizer company and last year's winner, Ampersand
Art Supply).
ATI also works with other student
companies on a case-by-case basis. Two
such companies-ARM Automation,
Inc., and MSK Technologies-are working with technology developed at UTAustin. ARM works with the UT-Austin
Robotics Research Group, adapting new
technologies for industrial applications.
The company recently completed contract design work for SEMATECH. MSK
was formed by a MOOT CORP® team to
commercialize a fiber-optic security system developed by UT-Austin to protect
the personal computers on campus from
theft and tampering.

ATI Graduates Five, Admits Seven New Companies
Five more companies graduated from A TI
on August 25 at the A Tl building, bringing the total number of graduates to 18.
Business, academic, and government leaders came together to congratulate the
fledgling ventures---CompuSeis, Corporate Memory Systems, Haystack Labs,
OptoDigital Design, and Rainbow Analysis Systems Group.
Joining ATI director Jamin Patrick in
launching the five were UT-Austin vice
president and provost Mark Yudof,
Greater Austin Chamber of Commerce
president Bill Renfro, IC2 Fellow John
Butler, and IC 2 director George
Kozmetsky. State representative Elliot
Naishtat attended the ceremony, as did
Robert A. Casey, Jr., andJames E. Hamann,
representing the UT-Austin Graduate
School of Business and College of Engineering. Mayor Bruce Todd had proclaimed August 25 Austin Technology
Incubator Day.
CompuSeis, Inc., develops and markets intema tionally its Real-Time Acquisition Processing System (RAPS) 1000,
which provides geophysical contractors
with the latest technology in the seismic
industry at an affordable cost.
MCC spinout Corporate Memory Systems, Inc., provides software for team
communication and organizational learning. Its award-winning groupware product CM/1 enables group members to
devise creative solutions to complex
problems.
Haystack Labs, Inc., develops and sells
system management and security software for UNIX computer systems. This
software can detect unauthorized file or
system access.
OptoDigital Designs, Inc., manufactures and markets fiber-optic digital audio and video communications for stadiums, auditoriums, and theme parks.
Rainbow Analysis Systems Group,
Inc., sells software products and services
to improve the quality of its customers'
products and process design while reducing product delivery cycles and product
life-cycle costs.
Seven companies have been admitted
to A TI since the beginning of the year:
Byte by Byte develops and markets
three-dimensional, photorealistic modeling rendering, and animation software
used by architects, graphic designers,
video producers, and engineers.

Clockwork Designs markets reliability
and logistics modeling software for the
international power, defense, transportation, and manufacturing industries. MCC
spinout Mesquite Software, Inc., provides
development, marketing, and support
services for CSIM, a tool kit for building
process-oriented simulation models.
Metrowerks, Inc. develops and markets computer-language software products in C, C++, and Pascal for Macintosh
computers. Its new CodeWarrior Development Environment allows programmers to port existing Macintosh application software to the new PowerPC-base
Macintosh. Metrowerks moved to Austin
from Montreal. Its stock is traded on the
Vancouver Stock Exchange.
N ewForm Laboratories, Inc., develops
matrices of biodegradable, hydrophillic,
and water-soluble polymers for use in
fabricating drug delivery systems as well
as medical and dental devices. NewForm
is also developing solutions, emulsions,
suspensions, and semisolid and solid
forms for the pharmaceutical industry.
PolyDyne Development Corporation
develops and markets process improvement software for the manufacturing industry, currently focusing on software to
automate the process of quoting electronic
assemblies.
Utility Composites, Inc., manufactures
and sells RAPTOR composite finish nails
that fit existing pneumatic nailers. RAPTOR nails have strong holding power and
are lightweight, nonsparking, nonmagnetic, and corrosion resistant.
Earlier A TI graduates include Ampersand Art Supply, Autogenesis, CEDRA
Corp., Collaborative Technologies Corporation, CTM Corp., Evolutionary Technologies Inc., Fusion Data Systems, HaL
Computers, Logical Information Machines, OptoMed, Pencom Software,
Rochelle Communications, and Third
Coast Software.
ATI policy limits the maximum incubation period ofa company to three years.
The incubator is "constantly looking
for exceptional new companies to join the
incubator," according to Jamin Patrick,
director.
For information about becoming an
ATI company, call Patrick at 794-9994.

Reporters: Stephen Young, Jamin Patrick,
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The NASA Technology
Commercialization Centers have
exceeded all expectations in terms
of companies created, community
outreach, and technology transfer.
-

Laura Kilcrease

C2E director

C 2E director and manager of the NASA
commercialization project.
"The NASA Technology Commercialization Centers have exceeded all expectations in terms of companies created,
community outreach, and technology
transfer," Kilcrease reported.
Seventeen new commercial ventures
have been formed around NASA technology and are now operating in the two
Technology Commercialization Centers
(TCCs), one at the Ames Research Center
in Mountain View, California (Ames
TCC), and the other at Johnson Space
Center in Houston CTohnson TCC).
IC2 operates the two site-based incubators, as well as an Austin-based project
management and market research staff.
The market research licensing staff is
headed by two technology managers,
Tom Farrell and Dan Kubala, supported
by a group of graduate student interns.
"Having a centralized research staff
allows us to leverage specialized technology market knowledge across both sites,"
Tom Farrell said. "In addition, our Austin
location gives us full access to the intellectual resources available through IC2 and
The University of Texas."
The marketing staff assists TCC companies in getting their businesses off the
ground with market research and planning, license application preparation, and
contacting potential customers and investors.
"The marketing support provided by
Austin has been invaluable in helping

tenant companies focus on their markets
and the needs of their potential customers," Ames TCC director John Gee noted.
The NASA project has attracted a diverse group of master's and doctoral students from business, engineering, law,
computer and library science, and optics.
Interns are often able to bring industryspecific experience to bear on a particular
technology area.
Besides supporting incubator companies, the market research group continually works with the sites, using technical
and marketing skills to review NASA
technologies and identify those with commercial potential. The success rate of the
market research group is greater than 50
percent, with 11 of 19 concluded projects
resulting in an actual or pending technology transfer. Of the 21 additional market
research projects in progress, seven have
been assessed as having strong market
potential.
The technologies the TCCs are working with reflect the broad range of NASA
activities, many of them based on the
Johnson Space Center's leading role in
the Space Shuttle program.
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"What makes this job so exciting," Dan
Kubala said, "is the breadth of technology NASA has and the challenge of finding innovative ways to transfer it to the
commercial marketplace."

Reporter: Lynda Baker

Ames TCC Up and Running with Ten Tenant Firms
With the admission of Pragmatic Solutions, Inc., into Ames TCC, the number of
firms in the incubator has now reached
ten. Active business community involvement, strong academic partnerships, and
visible entrepreneurial education programs have all contributed to the center's
early successes, according to John Gee,
Ames TCC site director.
"We have been very encouraged by the
number of enthusiastic and talented entrepreneurs interested in forming a business around NASA technology," he said.
The ten firms housed in the incubator
employ 30 people. The combined financing obtained by the firms exceeds $2.6
million. Five potential tenants are being
reviewed.
The tenants represent a broad spectrum of technologies, including
• semiconductor manufacturing,
• document retrieval software,
• heads-up vision displays,
• aircraft de-icing,
• operation scheduling software,
• wireless communications,
• diagnostic sensors, and
• disaster reconnaissance.
Firms benefit from admission into the
Ames TCC in several ways, including
low-cost office space, assistance in working with NASA to transfer technology,
and access to a broad know-how network
of experts in business and law.
The know-how network established at
Ames TCC includes a variety of individ uals with diverse backgrounds. Members
of the network provide free or low-cost
support to entrepreneurs in the areas of
marketing and sales, high-tech management and operations, finance, patents,
and corporate law.
Going beyond conventional networking, one intellectual-property lawyer has
established an office in the incubator, providing free services to tenants. Also, the
Silicon Valley law firm Fenwick and West
has initiated a pro bono account for
tenants.
The Ames TCC advisory board plays
an important role in guiding the incubator and strengthening its ties to the
business, government, and academic
communities, Gee notes. In addition the
board provides advice concerning which
companies should be accepted into the
incubator and assists firms once they are
admitted.

"Our active and enthusiastic advisory
board has been one of the keys to the
success of the Ames Technology Commercialization Center," Gee said. "They

Our active and enthusiastic
advisory board has been one of the
keys to the success of the Ames
Technology Commercialization
Center. They understand the
center's potential for fostering job
growth in Silicon Valley and are
dedicated to making it happen.
-John Gee
Ames TCC site director
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understand the center's potential for fostering job growth in Silicon Valley and
are dedicated to making it happen."
The Ames TCC has developed relationships with area universities, including Stanford, Santa Clara, and San Jose
State, which supply interns who work at
the center.
In one example of such relationships,
San Jose State University industrial design students spent four months developing market-oriented product concepts
based on NASA sensor technology. Final
designs were presented in May at a show
in downtown San Jose. Microfabrica tion,
Inc., a tenant company, is working to
bring these concepts into the commercial
marketplace.
Education is another important activity of the center. In addition to discussing
technology transfer at government and
business functions, Ames TCC also holds
seminars for the public. Over 800 people
have attended 16 events sponsored by the
center. A recent seminar featuring authors John Nesheim (High Tech Startup)
and Geoffrey Moore (Crossing the Chasm:
Marketing and Selling Technology Products
to Mainstream Customers) was attended by
more than 100 entrepreneurs.
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Seven Companies Enter Johnson TCC in First Year
One year into its operation, Johnson TCC
at the Johnson Space Center (JSC) continues to establish itself as a primary commercialization mechanism for NASA's
premier operational center, according to
its director, Dr. Jill D. Fabricant.
Seven companies employing 15 people
have been accepted into the TCC, and
four businesses are under review. In addition, eight seminars and special events
have attracted almost 500 attendees, and
widecommunityawarenesshasbeengenerated through press coverage. Four technology transfers have been successfully
completed, with six more in process.
The first Johnson TCC tenants in early
1994 were Advantex, Inc., Tenagra Corporation, and Hazard Analytics International. These were followed by Laser Professor of Clear Lake in the spring and
Valley Tech, Rainbow Analysis Systems,
and Literacy Technologies International
in the summer.
• AdvanTex, Inc., develops analysis
and control software products, including
genetic algorithms, simulated annealing,
fuzzy logic, and neural networks.
• Hazard Analytics International develops process safety management analysis products, based on several NASAdeveloped software tools.
• Tenagra Corporation applies information systems technologies to the design and development of a wide spectrum of aerospace and commercial
software applications.
• Laser Professor of Clear Lake develops and markets interactive multimedia courseware for the educational market, including NASA's Multimedia Physics
ICAT-based high school physics computer
program.
• Valley Tech Corporation adapts
technology from ongoing R&D programs
to the fields of medicine and aviation,
performing technical research and
prototyping.
• Rainbow Analysis Systems has
opened an office at the TCC to develop
TRICK, a JSC Robotics software package.
• Literacy Technologies International will commercialize NASA's Adult
Literacy Tutor, a computer-assisted learning program.
Each tenant receives advice and assistance from the Johnson TCC staff and benefits from TCC educational programs and
networking opportunities. Monthly CEO

luncheons hosted by the center give companies a chance to meet and share ideas.
Three quarterly "Building Your Company via Technology Transfer" seminars
have helped establish important relationships by bringing NASA scientists, local
industry, and academia together.
"One of our most rewarding challenges
is bringing scientists and entrepreneurs

Whether through our seminars
and workshops or the many
working groups we facilitate, it's
always exciting to witness the
distinct worlds of science and
commerce coming together to
learn and share ideas.
- Dr. Jill Fabricant
Johnson TCC site director
together," Dr. Fabricant said. "Whether
through our seminars and workshops or
the many working groups we facilitate,
it's always exciting to witness the distinct
worlds of science and commerce coming
together to learn and share ideas."
Other events have included a software
expo conducted in collaboration with
JSC's Software Technology Branch, and a
business planning workshop attended by
local entrepreneurs and prospective tenants. A series of workshops on small business topics, presented in conjunction with
the University of Houston Small Business
Development Center begins in the fall.
In other initiatives, the Johnson TCC
facilitates three interdisciplinary working
groups on robotics, virtual reality for rehabilitation and interactive entertainment.
Each group includes six to eight companies working together to use NASA technologies to create business opportunities.
The Johnson TCC works closely with
the JSC Technology Transfer and Commercialization Office. In a joint effort to
build industry relationships and boost
awareness of NASA's commercialization
efforts, the Johnson TCC will cosponsor
JSC events at Tech 2004 in Washington,
D.C., in November and a dual-use conference in Houston in March 1995.

Reporter: Tom Farrell

Campaign for Texas Entrepreneurial Spirit Initiated
In the spring Texas Capital Network
(TCN) initiated the Campaign for the Entrepreneurial Spirit of Texas, a one-time
fund-raising effort to expand TCN's activities. More than half of the $200,000
goal has been raised from Texas business
leaders. Funds raised will be used for
expanded office, administrative, and marketing support.
TCN appreciates the contributions of
the individuals and organizations that
have invested in its innovative approach
to bridging the early-stage funding gap.
Contributors to the campaign include
Fran Coppinger, Michael Dell, Bruce E.
Grossman, Bobby Inman, Janey and
Melvin Lack,FrankMcBee,Jr., Bob McBee,
Bernard Rapoport, Dub Riter, Jr., J. Virgil
Waggoner, Meg Wilson, Austin Ventures,
Centex Beverage, Comiskey & Kaufman,
Commercial Industrials Properties, Coopers & Lybrand, Eddy Refining Co., Eden
Box & Co., Enron Corp., Ernst & Young,
Fayez Sarofim & Co., Founders Trust
Co., Frost National Bank, H.E.B., Heritage
Title Co. of Austin, Hicks, Muse & Co.,
Hughes & Luce, L.L.P., Industrial Properties Corp., Intercontinental Bankshares
Corp., Leadership Texas, Linbeck Construction Corp., Lomas Financial Group,
MAXXAM, Minco Tech Labs, Mitchell Energy & Development, NationsBank, Roy
M. Huffington, Inc., Seed Company Partners, Southwestern Bell, Texas Auto Dealers Assn., Texas Commerce Bank, Tramex
Travel, Trammel Crow, Tuttle & Company, U.S. Long Distance, Vinson & Elkins,
and Wm. K. Woodruff, Inc.
The network continues to grow with
more than $300 million available from
participating investors and more than 700
growth ventures listed. More than $25
million of investment has resulted from
TCN's innovative service of introducing
entrepreneurial ventures and investors.
TCN continues to hold seminars for
investors and entrepreneurs, provide
internship opportunities for students,
establish area councils, and work toward
developing a national capital network.
Seminars. This fall TCN will cosponsor a series of venture-related seminars
around Texas. Four programs will be held
for entrepreneurs covering such topics as
essential elements of an investor-oriented
business plan, deal-structuring, issues and
perspectives of private investors. Four
programs will also be held for private

investors covering such topics as how to
value ventures, managing investments,
and how to find venture opportunities.
Intern Program. In addition to educating entrepreneurs and investors, TCN
works each semester with a number of
interns from The University of Texas at
Austin. The interns provide valuable support for such key projects as implementing venture-related seminars, marketing,
and operations.
One MBA-student intern, Hester Smith,
said, "TCN provides me with a valuable
learning experience by allowing me a
glimpse into many aspects of entrepreneurship. Smith, who assists with the seminar programs, hopes to apply the insight
she has gained in entrepreneurial ventures in Eastern Europe after graduation.
Previous interns have gone on to jobs in
venture capital, investment banking, and
working with entrepreneurial ventures.
Area Councils. TCN is establishing area
councils in the Dallas, Houston:, San Antonio, and Austin communities. The councils help TCN reach out to the entrepreneurs and investors in their communities.
The councils also assist in seminars and
advising area entrepreneurs and investors.
Regional Network. As TCN has
gained national attention, the network
has been approached by a number of
regional economic organizations around
the nation to assist them in establishing
their own regional networks. The Capital
Network was recently formed to work
with selected regions in developing regional networks.
For information about contributing to
the TCN Campaign for the Entrepreneurial Spirit of Texas or about TCN programs, call or write
David H. Gerhardt
Texas Capital Network
8920 Business Park Drive
Austin, Texas 78759
Telephone 512-794-9398
Fax 512-794-0448
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Council Sponsors Successful Entrepreneur Series
The UT-Austin Entrepreneurs' Council,
formed four years ago by universitycommunity collaboration to promote
entrepreneurial activity in Austin, now
includes more than 150 participating companies. The Council, operating under the
auspices of IC2 Institute, supports a wide
range of activities, including meetings at
which Austin entrepreneurs share their
experiences.
Successful Entrepreneur Series. During
recent months the Successful Entrepreneur Series has included these speakers:
Garrett Boone, founder and CEO of the
Container Store. Boone grew his company from a small Dallas storefront in
1978 into the present nationwide chain by
anticipating and understanding the revolution in retailing that has occurred over
the last 15 years. He discussed development of an integrated company philosophy, defining customer service, being flexible while staying true to corporate goals,
and winning personnel strategies.
Walt Thirion, president and CEO of
Thomas Conrad Corp. Thomas Conrad is
a global supplier of network transport
products that meet the evolving needs of
network computing users. Thirion discussed the origins of Thomas Conrad,
how initial financing was obtained, how
the challenges of rapid growth were overcome, and where Thomas Conrad is
headed.
Mike Frost, president of Technology
Works. Technology Works is an international manufacturer and distributor of
hardware and software for the PC and
Macintosh computer market. Frost spoke
about the challenges of managing a rapidly growing technology company.
The December Entrepreneurs' Council
meeting featured a panel presentation by
the 1993 Entrepreneur of the Year Award
winners in Austin. The winners, who were
named by Ernst & Young, included Brad
Armstrong and Blake Miller, Blue Whale
Moving Co., Inc.; Michael Young and John
Zapp, Chuy's Deluxe, Inc.; Katherine
Hammer, Evolutionary Technologies (an
ATI graduate); and Peter Zandan,
Intelliquest, Inc.
MOOT COR~ Awards. Each year the
Entrepreneurs' Council honors the winners of the UT-Austin MOOT CORP® student business-plan competition. The Council awarded $1,000 to Zeoponics, Inc., a
manufacturer of synthetic soil, for win-

ning the 1993 competition. Ampersand,
winner of the 1992 competition, had been
awarded $500, and Expert Applications
Systems, Inc., had been awarded $1,000
for winning not only the 1991 UT-Austin
competition but also the International
MOOT CORP® competition. All three
MOOT CORP®winners became tenants in
the Austin Technology Incubator (ATI).
Zeoponics is completing negotiations
with NASA to license technology for a
long-lasting, environmentally beneficial
fertilizer. Kevin Williams, Zeoponics
president, is confident that the company
will gain a profitable niche in the specialty fertilizer market for home gardens
and golf courses.
Ampersand manufactures Claybord™,
the first surface for artists that accepts all
forms of media, from ink to watercolor to
oils. Initial product demand was so strong
that Ampersand has already graduated
from the incubator and twice moved to
larger facilities, now occupying 16,000
square feet. Its products are sold in over
240 art supply stores, coast to coast.
Texas-Korea Connection. InJune 1993,
the Council formed a sister relationship
with the Young Entrepreneurs' Society in
Seoul, Korea. This relationship introduces
each organization's members to similarly
situated companies operating in a significantly different cultural environment and
opens channels of communication for
exploring cooperative business ventures.
The Council also funds research
projects that facilitate technology industry growth in the Austin area, such as the

Greater Austin Software Industry Report
1993. Also in 1993, the Entrepreneurs'
Council launched a program to evaluate
Council activities as part of a continuing
effort to better serve the Austin entrepreneurial community.

Reporter: Stephen Young
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Electro-Comm 94 Attracts Superhighway Players
As the Austin Software Council (ASC)
has grown to include 220 member companies, its programs have become even
stronger, according to Jamin Patrick, ASC
coordinator and director of the Austin
Technology Incubator. Activities he noted
included the recent successful conference
on electronic commerce, monthly meetings with dynamic and relevant speakers,
and the implementation ofa strategic plan.
Electro-Comm 94. One hundred and
eighty individuals "interested in doing
business on the electronic information
superhighway," attended Electro-Comm
94, a May conference ASC organized. The
conference featured national as well as
local experts in the fields of telecommunication and multimedia. Their presentations covered topics ranging from the
social impacts of the information highway to practical applications currently
under development, Patrick said.
A hlghlight of the conference was a
multimedia tour hosted by ASC and the
Austin Chapter of the International Interactive Communications Society (IICS).
Two buses took conference participants to
three locations where they saw presentations from nine Austin-area multimedia
developers. State-of-the-art broadband
telecommunication networks were demonstrated in real-time interactive contexts.
The conference event rated highest by
attendees was the demonstration of the
business uses of MOSAIC by Mark Brice of
the UT-Austin Computation Center. MOSAIC is an Internet tool for distributed
multimedia.
Keynote speakers for a session on Strategic Insights into Electronic Commerce
were Holt Anderson, executive director
of industry programs for the Microelectronics Center of North Carolina, and
Sandy Wilson, head of the Federal CommunicationsCommission Cable Division.
The social impact of hlgh-technology
corporations on the historical community was discussed in a session on Implications and Opportunities for Electronic
Commerce Applications by Dr. Robert
Mugerauer, associate professor in the UTAustin Graduate Program of Community
and Regional Planning.

Sponsors for this year's conference included RGK Foundation, The Trilogy
Group, IICS, Tivoli Systems, Technology
Futures Inc., and Image Printing.
Monthly Programs. Recent speakers
for the monthly ASC meetings have considered a range of topics:
• Chuck Robel of Price Waterhouse gave
a presentation about the latest trends in
software development and the implications for software professionals.
• Michael E. Stewart of Express Star
Systems spoke about hls experience shaping the direction of a rapidly growing
company.
• Eduardo Guy de Manuel of SIGMA
Dataserv Information of Curitiba, Brazil,
discussed international marketing opportunities.
• In a dual presentation, Edward Silha
of IBM and Mike Phillip told the story
behlnd the Summerset Project, which
developed one of the la test innovations in
the computer industry, the PowerPC chip.
• Gary Hendrix, founder of Symantec
Corporation, talked about his entrepreneurial activities in Austin.
The monthly programs are held on
the first Tuesday of each month at the
MCC Auditorium at Braker and Mopac,
with registration beginning at 5:45 p.m.
and the featured speaker beginning at
6:15 p.m., followed by dinner.
Task Forces. An ASC strategic plan
has been written and is being implemented through the work of task forces
established "to create image, awareness,
and momentum," Patrick said. Task forces
cover Capital Resources, Human Resources, Institutional Structures, International and Domestic Publicity, WorldClass Technology, and Connectivity.
James Ronay of Synergistic Solution
Technologies is chairman of the ASC
Advisory Board and Mark Breland of
Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) is vice chairman.
ASC is expanding member services and
establishing corporate membership levels. For information, call 512-794-8166 or
Internet: atinfo@ati.utexas.edu.

Reporter: Teresa Sansone Ferguson

Umtorm Resource LocatQl (URL) for the Electro-Comm 94 page on Internet
http I /kaletdoscope bga com/lcm/EC94 html, URL tor ASC
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Collaborations Lead to IC -Asian Transfer Programs
Technology
collaborations are central to
The students first spent six weeks at
Entrepreneurial; International
the research and teaching endeavors of
CUHK taking a course on joint ventures,
technology transfer, and Chinese busiIC technology transfer programs. The
ness practices, taught by Dr. Leslie Young,
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Technology
Transfer Programs

stitutions in Europe, South America, Russia, and Asia, as well as other regions of
the world.
The collaboration that initiated the
ChinalndustryandManagementofTechnology (CIMT) program this summer included The University ofTexas at Austin,
the University of Science and Technology
China (USTC), and the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK). The three
universities came together to support the
Hong Kong-China Student Intern Program, which sent 15 UT-Austin students
to study technology management and entrepreneurship in Hong Kong and China
for 12 weeks this summer. The interns
were sponsored by 3M, Motorola, the
Center for International Business Education and Research (CIBER) in the UTAustin GraduateSchoolofBusiness (GSB),
university scholarships, and C 2 E.
Students from the UT-Austin GSB,
Asian Studies Program, and LBJ School of
Public Affairs were organized by Stacy
Shushan, president of the University's
Graduate Business Pacific Rim Network.
Shushan, an MBA-Asian Studies student
and 3M intern, and MBA student ChooShan Eng, served as coordinators for the
program while the students were in Hong
Kong and China.

IC2, UT~Arlington Partnership
Establishes Agile Aerospace
Manufacturing Research Center
The 1cz Instth.ttt:! 1s workmg with the
Automation & Robotics Research In~htute (ARRI) at 111e Umver&1ty of
Texas at Arlington and other partners to ~·reate the !\gilt:' Aerospace
Manuf<H:tunng Rt>search CPnter
(AAMRC), to be leJ by industry and
funded by tht> l\ldtional Science Foundation (NSF) and the U S. Adv.meed
Research Pro1ects Agency (ARPA).
IC? ts n.=-searchmg bus1m.>ss practices among AAMRC member&, which
include Marlow lndusm~, Inc , Digital Equipment Corporation, Loral
Vought Sye.tems, Vought Aucraft
Compan)', and Texa8 Instrument<>

This internship is a unique
opportunity because it provides us
with hands-on experience in
China. We sense the dynamism
and realize we are witnessing
history in the making.
-Jennifer Juo
CIMTintern

UT-Austin V. F. Neuhaus Centennial Professor in Finance and Economics. The students also worked with start-up companies in the Hong Kong Industrial
TechnologyCenter,as well as established
Chinese companies in Shenzhen (in South
China, just across the border from Hong
Kong).
For the second six weeks the students
traveled to Hefei, China, where they took
an orientation course on Chinese science
and technology policy at USTC taught by
Professor Chu Hsuehlin, director of
USTC's Management of Technology Program. The students then divided into
groups and traveled to Beijing and Shanghai to work on projects for their Chinese
hosts as well as their U.S. sponsors. While
in Shanghai several of the students were
hosted by President Wu Cheng Lin of the
Shanghai Zhangjiang Hi-Tech Park Development Corp. Other organizations
supporting the program include several
CAS research institutes; private businesses in Hefei, Shanghai, and Beijing;
the Shanghai Association for Science and
Technology, and the Chinese Young Entrepreneurs Association.
For more information on the CIMT
program, call
Dr. David Gibson, CIMT director
Telephone 512- 478-4081
Fax 512- 499-0245
Internet: davidg@icc.utexas.edu

Reporter: David Gibson

JIMT Completes MITI Negotiations, Builds Library
In recent months the JIMT project has
completed negotiations withJ apan's Ministry of International Trade and Industry
(MITI) for the request of funds for programs to benefit interns sent to Japan by
university programs like the UT-Austin
JIMT project and its partner program at
the University of New Mexico. These programs are funded by the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research (AFOSR). JIMT has
also been producing monographs and
teaching notes, as well as continuing to
strengthen its library.
MITI Partnership. After more than a
year of negotiations originated by the
Texas-New Mexico JIMT program with
MITI's Agency for Industrial Science and
Technology (AIST), MITI has agreed to
request $3 million in its next budget to
assist interns by
• arranging introductions to
Japanese companies,
• delineating specific placement
opportunities in AIST laboratories,
• providing supplementary
budgetary funding, and
• providing programs for family
members who accompany participants
to Japan.
The MITI budget request provides for
the support of 80-100 researchers per year
at ¥250,000 per month. MITI also wants to
earmark ¥60 million per year for regional
seminars in Japan to promote the programs to Japanese companies, who will be
urged to commit matching funds. The
value of the package could thus be as
much as $6 million per year in each future
year. The long-term and short-term internship slots will be allocated to universities that have had AFOSR Japan grants in
the past, plus other universities that may
be awarded such grants in future years.
Publications. Two JIMT monographs
were produced during the summer: The
United States and Japan: Shared Progress in
Technology Management and Navigating the
Japanese Market: Business and Socioeconomic
Perspectives. Two other monographs, one
on the development of the semiconductor industry in Japan and another on industrial development inJapan, are scheduled for publication this fall. Monographs
are available for $45 each.
The JIMT project has also compiled
two sets of teaching notes and slides used
in presentations given atJIMTworkshops,
titled Marketing and Policy Development in

Japan and The Technical Communication
Pathways. The first includes materials on
structural strengths and weaknesses of
the Japanese economy, U.S. and Japanese
government roles in developing technology, the future of the labor market in
Japan, Japanese economic development,
industrial policy in Japan, and a bibliography of literature on technology marketing in Japan. The second contains materials presented by Howard Curtis, director
of the MCC International Liaison Office,
on accessing and understanding the Japanese technical knowledge base and analyzing technology trends. The sets of
teaching notes are $35 each.
Library. The JIMT library collection,
housed on the second floor of the IC2
building, has grown considerably over
the past two years. The collection focuses
primarily on Japanese technology and
industry with some emphasis on Japanese culture. The holdings include technology reports, journals, and newspapers
covering developments inJapan and Asia,
and books about Japanese business practices. Most of these publications are in
English, but some Japanese-language
publications are available.
Leading-edge technical reports cover
topics ranging from Japanese nanofabrication technology to the latest developments in massively parallel processing
machines. Book titles include Doing Business with Japanese Men: A Woman's Handbook and R&D Strategies in Japan. Periodical subscriptions consist of such
well-known publications as the Asian Wall
Street Journal Weekly and Far Eastern Economic Review, as well as lesser-known
ones like New Technology Japan and Japan
Related. The library also includes videotapes of JlMT workshops.
The library is available by appointment during normal business hours,
Monday through Friday. Written materials may not be checked out but may be
photocopied for a nominal fee. Videotapes are $25 each.
For more information about the JIMT
project or its publications and library, call
Dr. Fred Phillips
Telephone 512-478-4081
Fax 512-499-0245
Internet: Fredp@icc.utexas.edu.

Reporter: Heidi Lopez-Cepero
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Course Focuses on Space Technology Commercialization
"We all felt we had embarked upon a new
and exciting and important venture," IC2
Fellow Sten Thore reported at the end of
the spring semester. He was referring to
himself and the 13 students who took the
new course, Commercialization of Space
Technology, that he had taught in the UTAustin Department of Aerospace Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.
The course, which is offered to graduate science students, focuses on technological change, new products, start-up
companies, and emerging industries in
the space field, including the communications and informations industry, robotics, and biotechnology.
In class lectures, Dr. Thore acquaints
students with ongoing research at IC2 and
the incubation and development of new
enterprises at the C2E Austin Technology
Incubator and NASA Technology Commercialization Centers associated
with the NASA Johnson Space Center in
Houston and the NASA Ames Research
Center in the Silicon Valley.
Each student writes and presents to
the class a term paper describing the evolution of a real company that produces a
space-related product, the company's
strategy for commercializing the product, and the company's competitiveness
with domestic, Japanese, and European
firms. Topics students wrote about included "Virtual Reality," "Materials Processing in Space," and "Robotics in Space
and Spar Aerospace Limited. "
In addition to class lectures, Dr. Thore
says "an impressive program of guest
speakers was brought together." The nine
presentations included "The Commercialization of NASA Technology: Available
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Technologies," by Thomas J. Farrell and
Daniel Kubala, NASA technology licensing managers located in the Austin Technology Incubator. Other topics were "The
Moonbase Lunar Simulation Game," by
Brendan O'Connor of KOT Industries,
and " NASA at Crossroads," by Humboldt
C. Mandell of the NASA Lunar/ Mars
Exploration Program Development Office at the NASA Johnson Space Center.

IC2 Institute Offers
Custom Executive
Development Programs
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